The revolution
in the digitalisation of buildings
and facilities

FRAMENCE creates a photorealistic hybrid model of your buildings and
facilities. All you have to do is to take panoramic photos –
the FRAMENCE software will do the rest.
You can combine the hybrid model with existing 2D plans, 3D models
and even manage all your assets.

FRAMENCE in a Nutshell
Create a photorealistic digital twin with photos, not point clouds.

Work with panoramas that act like real 3D models, thanks to intelligent software
procedures and AI.

No need for cost-intensive hardware or specifically trained staff for capturing
panoramas.
Obtain real measurements and 3D information from the hybrid model.

Create 3D objects at any time.

Combine different graphic methods and integrate existing 2D plans and 3D models.

Integrate drone pictures and detailed photos.

Use the integrated asset management system for documenting your vital assets.

BUILT-IN ASSET
MANAGEMENT
Document asset information in the
photorealistic environment by using
the built-in asset management system.
Existing databases such as CAFM or ERP
may be linked.

MONITOR THE
CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
By superimposing the panorama on the building plans,
the construction process can be monitored closely – even
when you are not at site. You can even “go back” in time
and check on the progress by using the time machine.
Also pictures can be automatically monitored for any
changes.

JUST LIKE A
3D MODEL
Thanks to the intelligent IT
methods used in FRAMENCE,
the panoramas act like a 3D
model – with a simple click,
you can, for example, take
measurements directly from
the photo.

We provide the technologies
FRAMENCE is an SaaS solution and split into 3 modules that differ in
function in order to meet your specific requirements.

FRAMENCE® Viewer

FRAMENCE® Editor

FRAMENCE® Creator

FRAMENCE Viewer is the standard
module for viewing the hybrid model in your browser and for taking
real measurements in the panoramas.
You can also access and edit asset
information.

The admin module Editor contains
all Viewer functions.
You can create and configurate new
assets in the data base and save
necessary attributes. Moreover, you
can turn photos into 3D objects and
define 3D nets.

FRAMENCE Creator is the master
module that contains all Editor functions. You can import panoramas,
create the hybrid model out of simple photos and add CAD plans, BIM
data and BIM models as well.

Become a Partner
The FRAMENCE corporate concept is to be a developer and provider of basic technologies for creating and
processing image-based hybrid graphics.
Expand your business model with an efficient and progressive technology. If you document buildings and facilities for your clients, you can add photorealistic digital twins to your portfolio and capture technical data.
While laser scanning requires expensive hardware and a lot of expertise, you can jump start with FRAMENCE
straight away.
We have already attained several companies as clients and many more have expressed their interest in our
solutions. In order to continuously grow our company and to introduce our method on an international level,
we welcome investors who would like to share in our scalable business model.
Help us spread this new method and add significant value to your business. We can help you get started.
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